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Fáilte chuig Comórtas Na mBailte  Slachtmhara Super Valu don bhliain 2022. Táimid buíoch daoibh as ucht na 
hiontrála a chur chugainn, agus guimíd gach rath ar bhúr gcuid oibre amach anseo. Adh Mór. Ballyvaughan’s 
thirty-year participation in the Competition is evident in the quality of its visual amenity and excellent community 
facilities. We wish you every success in the preparation and implementation of your new plan and note the support 
received from over eighty cultural, sporting and community groups in addition to statutory bodies and agencies. Our 
appreciation is extended to Ballyvaughan’s school children including Beavers, Cubs and Scouts for their on-going 
involvement in the SuperValu Tidy Towns Competition. The use of social media including your website in addition to 
the Church Newsletter is most effective in keeping the community informed and committed! The installation of an 
illuminated Community Walking Track around the sports field providing a safe year-round exercise facility is 
invaluable! Do try to include project designation status on the map submitted in addition to the application form with 
next year’s submission. Community involvement is strong as all development avenues appear to have been 
explored, we look forward to the final completion of the Pinnacle Well project in particular and your Heritage project 
in general.
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Ballyvaughan’s built environment and streetscapes are beautiful; Monks premises continue to impress and the 
Tea-Rooms with its gardens are a joy to encounter! Refurbishment to building facades are noteworthy and the 
creation of amenity seating and landscaping at the Spar premises as well as refurbishment of the car-park enhance 
this area of the village significantly; work accomplished at the Burren Atlantic Hotel is noteworthy also. The 
interpretive panels at the Fountain are helpful in achieving a good understanding. A successful outcome is 
anticipated for the vacant Tourist Information site and the old Sorting Office premises in due course. Improvements 
to the children’s playground inspired by elements of the local environment together with its planned seating are 
laudable. Well done on the creation of a number of outdoor eating areas.
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Ballyvaughan’s green areas are being nicely managed and container flower displays were both colourful and in full 
bloom during adjudication! Continue to keep pollinators in mind when choosing species. It is wonderful that the 
children are involved in flower seed collection and saving, an important step on the road to sustainable planting! The 
difficulties of planting at a coastal site are appreciated, well done on work achieved to date on the Remembrance 
Garden; the replacement and sponsorship of planted barrels is favourably noted. The thirty saplings planted for 
National Tree Week will be a wonderful legacy for future generations upon maturity. The monitoring and 
replacement of trees in relation to Ash die-back is excellent and well informed. Hanging baskets on the little bridge 
made this feature of the village so picturesque.
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replacement of trees in relation to Ash die-back is excellent and well informed. Hanging baskets on the little bridge 
made this feature of the village so picturesque.

It was lovely to note bursts of Morning Glory in verges on entering Ballyvaughan. Both the shoreline and the pier 
were very clean and the picnic tables at the car-park bays are complementary; retaining the Green Coast award 
was well deserved! The Bird Hide at Sans Souchi is a delightful development accompanied by the ‘Nature’ 
information panels. The Looped Woodland Walk feature is excellent also. The ‘Burren in Bloom’ is an exciting 
initiative and the tea-time talks are so accessible! We wish you success with your proposed new survey to identify 
biodiversity changes taking place as well as the new ‘Seed Bank’ initiative. the following link is for a new app which 
facilitates tracking the impact of actions taken on insect numbers and diversity. Flower-Insect Timed Count (FIT 
Count) - National Biodiversity Data Centre (biodiversityireland.ie)  The new mowing regime adopted could be 
monitored with the app alongside other initiatives. Congratulations on the Ballyvaughan Heritage apple tree found 
on the grounds of the old Workhouse!  Your aspiration for a Coastal Walk incorporating the Salt Marches is an 
exciting possibility. Your awareness of the reality of climate change is evident and we wish you well in future 
initiatives concerning Lough Rask and The Rine. The ‘Grow It Yourself’ Garden is highly commendable.

Ballyvaughan was almost litter free during adjudication with the small exception of the environs of the clubhouse at 
the sports grounds however the lapse was not significant, just worth noting for monitoring, there was no evidence of 
dumping either. The involvement of dog walkers and a ‘local hero’ in litter picking is excellent alongside regular litter 
clean-ups and the new dog fouling initiative. Ballyvaughan’s participation in’ Clean Coasts’ and the ‘National Spring 
Clean’ is laudable and noteworthy also is that all demographics of the community are involved in maintaining the 
village litter and dumping free. Perhaps the untidiest element of the village is the wirescape and it is good to note 
the on-going ducting of overhead service cables. Hopefully the new Butt Bins will bring about the desired result.

It is great that the ‘Green Hospitality’ business community has come on-board with a range of initiatives to help 
make Ballyvaughan a more sustainable community and to note their membership in the Eco-Tourism Network. Well 
done also on water harvesting and recycling in addition to the Community Garden / Grow it Yourself initiative. the 
Pig Composter will prove invaluable in creating your own compost alongside water harvesting; hopefully the 
proposed water filtering system will be installed in the short-term future. Regular monitoring the recycling facility is 
evident in its presentation. energy conservation via LED lighting is favourably noted also as is the planned WEE 
collection. We note the monitoring of energy and water at the National School, if this is the school beside the sports 
grounds there was no Green Flag flying on the day of our visit! The plan to distribute energy saving kits on loan to 
households is excellent, keep us updated on outcomes please. Waste segregation is commendable as are plans to 
engage with SEAI and other agencies on talks on energy conservation in the home.

There are some beautiful gardens to be seen in Ballyvaughan and those worth noting are the garden of a house 
located beside the church, the gardens of the Tea Rooms and an adjacent property, near the laneway opposite the 
Soda Parlour and one at the junction of two roads. Most residential properties look really well and the thatched roof 
properties were as always admired. A number of properties need attention to their roadside boundary walls, this is 
especially important at entrances to the village from approach roads. The roadside boundary wall of the church 
together with its grounds enjoy an excellent presentation. well done to residents of St Josephs Road Estate for the 
maintenance of their area. Raised beds at the hotel together with the new play sandpit are a credit to those 
responsible. Container flower displays were noted favourably at a number of dwellings. A ‘Wildflower Meadow’ in 
one residential area is laudable.

Attractive name-stones in addition to name-plates enhance entrances to Ballyvaughan from approach roads. Road 
and footpath surfaces are generally good however road surfaces within some areas of the village are less good than 
on approach roads and entrances. Car-parking bays are well managed and road direction signage is excellent 
throughout the village! It is good to note awareness of the importance of a mowing regime for biodiversity along 
grass verges and the involvement of residents in managing areas near their homes. The proposed grassed area 
near the playground will become a reality for next year hopefully. We note the main concern of residents being the 
volume of daily traffic and that this has been surveyed, keep us up-dated please on developments; we wish you 
success regarding speeding, traffic control and the proposed one-way traffic system alongside the acquisition of 
driver feedback signals. The resurfacing of the car-park at the picnic area enhances this area as do all stretches of 
new pavement. Continued maintenance at the Turlough Aqueduct is appreciated as is the fitting of new sluice gates 
at the sea-wall to manage flood prevention.

We were delighted to have an opportunity to visit your lovely village to carry out a 2nd round adjudication for the 
2022 Supervalu Tidy Towns competition.  Ballyvaughaun Tidy Towns – a subgroup of Ballyvaughaun Community 
Development Group is well connected with all sectors of the community and involved in many community events. 
Congratulations on your recent success in attaining grant funding for your walking track – this amenity will be a 
fantastic addition to the community. We look forward to seeing your updated Tidy Towns Plan. 

Ballyvaughaun enjoys a stunning coastal location and manages to retain its charming yet vibrant village 
atmosphere. The streetscape is presented to a high standard, with many properties freshly painted. One property 
was having its roof cleaned during out visit. We were disappointed to see the much-loved craft shops now closed; 
however, we commend the fact that they are well maintained and have attractive window displays so as not to 
detract from the street’s appearance. It is encouraging to see that some sympathetic renovations have been 
completed in recent years, for example at the old court house. Good news also is the fact that some derelict 
properties were recently sold and should in time add to the streetscape aesthetic. All was in good order at the 
playground and the fountain area.   The Spar shop was quite busy. The overflowing bin was emptied within minutes 
of our arrival.  The front area is nicely planted for softening effect.  Ballyvaughaun has some lovely traditional-style 
shopfronts such as the Soda Parlour. Businesses are making great efforts with their appearances including with 
freshy painted facades and floral displays for welcoming effect. Hylands Hotel, O’ Lochlainn’s and Monk’s stood out. 
The weighbridge is freshly painted with an attractive yet discreet sign to denote its significance. 

An interesting variety of planting was observed – from pollinator-friendly road verges to plant containers strategically 
placed for maximum effect, such as at the central fountain area. Grass verges are well maintained while not overly 
manicured. Good use is made of planters to avoid parking issues and related congestion. We commend your efforts 
to continue tree planting despite various challenges. The Remembrance Garden definitely needs more intervention, 
you say this is work in progress and we look forward to an update. The corner flower bed opposite the petrol station 
was admired.  

The village was spotlessly clean on the day of our visit. Well done to all involved in keeping it this way. Dog fouling 
didn’t appear to be an issue. There was plenty of signage to raise awareness. Be vigilant that temporary signs on 
poles don’t become a common sight – they never look too appealing.  Two benches by the harbour need attention.  
The Parking sign at the Community Field junction is looking worse for wear, perhaps from the elements here?  
There was a washing machine. and another large item neatly discarded down the back lane from the main street. A 
couple of visible items in front of the lovely community hall should also be removed. 
Regarding your local biodiversity, your involvement with regional organisations such as Burren Beo Trust ensures 
there are lots of informative events and workshops you can promote locally.  You show a strong appreciation of your 
special environment and the need to highlight it and protect it.  We came across the peaceful bird hide suitably 
located at the beautiful Sans Souci area. The area near the Larder Café is definitely worth considering for a project. 
In the meantime, perhaps the edges could be strimmed and a path mown through for interest as a ‘wild’ area so that 
it looks deliberate as opposed to untidy?  Other decisions may be made for the area in the longer term, as you 
alluded to in your entry.  

Sustainability is key on BTT’s agenda.   The bike maintenance station is handy for the many cyclists who pass 
through. Perhaps the nearby water fonts could be cleaned up and highlighted as ‘refill’ stations if the water is 
potable? Water conservation is a hot topic due to recent droughts and shortages. Well done to the local businesses 
for all the measures taken under the ‘Green Hospitality Programme’. It is wonderful to hear that a GIY group has 
been established in Ballyvaughaun as it ticks so many boxes in terms of sustainable community living, good luck to 
all involved.  

Ballyvaughaun has some beautiful thatched cottages that lend the village its charm. The Tea Rooms and gardens 
are stunning as always as are nearby cottages. Homes along the streets and approach roads further enhance the 
overall impression. The entrance to Dolmen Village and nearby grass areas are nicely landscaped. We must 
mention the residents of St. Joseph’s Road for the beautiful presentation of green areas. Trees along this stretch 
should be checked, straps removed or loosened as required and stakes removed if no longer required. 

Beautiful stone walls and bridges are an attractive feature on approach roads. Visitor information signage is 
excellent including historical information and walking/cycle trails.  Ballyvaughaun has some lovely gate and door 
features, some painted in eye-catching colours.  This could be repeated in other areas for feature effect – stick to 
one colour choice. Road surfaces are good on the main approaches. The church railings are beautifully maintained. 
There are lots of interesting laneways leading away from the village. We wondered if there was potential to signpost 
more local walks in the vicinity of the village?

Tidy Towns forms an integral part of a strong community network in Ballyvaughaun.  You have a lot of good things 
going for a relatively small community. We congratulate the volunteers involved in the wide range of sustainable 
community projects that collectively make Ballyvaughaun a better place in which to live, work and play.  This 
adjudicator concurs with the comments and scores of your 1st round adjudicator. Well done Ballyvaughaun Tidy 
Towns on all your recent achievements and keep up the great work.

Nature and Biodiversity in your Locality / An Dúlra agus an Bhithéagsúlacht i do cheantar:

Sustainability – Doing more with less / Inmharthanacht - Mórán ar an mbeagán:

Tidiness and Litter Control / Slachtmhaireacht agus Rialú Bruscair:

Residential Streets & Housing Areas / Sráideanna Cónaithe & Ceantair Tithíochta:

Approach Roads, Streets & Lanes / Bóithre Isteach, Sráideanna & Lánaí:

Second Round Adjudication:

Concluding Remarks:

An excellent standard of presentation has been achieved for all aspects of beautiful Ballyvaughan well done!



We were delighted to have an opportunity to visit your lovely village to carry out a 2nd round adjudication for the 
2022 Supervalu Tidy Towns competition.  Ballyvaughaun Tidy Towns – a subgroup of Ballyvaughaun Community 
Development Group is well connected with all sectors of the community and involved in many community events. 
Congratulations on your recent success in attaining grant funding for your walking track – this amenity will be a 
fantastic addition to the community. We look forward to seeing your updated Tidy Towns Plan. 

Ballyvaughaun enjoys a stunning coastal location and manages to retain its charming yet vibrant village 
atmosphere. The streetscape is presented to a high standard, with many properties freshly painted. One property 
was having its roof cleaned during out visit. We were disappointed to see the much-loved craft shops now closed; 
however, we commend the fact that they are well maintained and have attractive window displays so as not to 
detract from the street’s appearance. It is encouraging to see that some sympathetic renovations have been 
completed in recent years, for example at the old court house. Good news also is the fact that some derelict 
properties were recently sold and should in time add to the streetscape aesthetic. All was in good order at the 
playground and the fountain area.   The Spar shop was quite busy. The overflowing bin was emptied within minutes 
of our arrival.  The front area is nicely planted for softening effect.  Ballyvaughaun has some lovely traditional-style 
shopfronts such as the Soda Parlour. Businesses are making great efforts with their appearances including with 
freshy painted facades and floral displays for welcoming effect. Hylands Hotel, O’ Lochlainn’s and Monk’s stood out. 
The weighbridge is freshly painted with an attractive yet discreet sign to denote its significance. 

An interesting variety of planting was observed – from pollinator-friendly road verges to plant containers strategically 
placed for maximum effect, such as at the central fountain area. Grass verges are well maintained while not overly 
manicured. Good use is made of planters to avoid parking issues and related congestion. We commend your efforts 
to continue tree planting despite various challenges. The Remembrance Garden definitely needs more intervention, 
you say this is work in progress and we look forward to an update. The corner flower bed opposite the petrol station 
was admired.  

The village was spotlessly clean on the day of our visit. Well done to all involved in keeping it this way. Dog fouling 
didn’t appear to be an issue. There was plenty of signage to raise awareness. Be vigilant that temporary signs on 
poles don’t become a common sight – they never look too appealing.  Two benches by the harbour need attention.  
The Parking sign at the Community Field junction is looking worse for wear, perhaps from the elements here?  
There was a washing machine. and another large item neatly discarded down the back lane from the main street. A 
couple of visible items in front of the lovely community hall should also be removed. 
Regarding your local biodiversity, your involvement with regional organisations such as Burren Beo Trust ensures 
there are lots of informative events and workshops you can promote locally.  You show a strong appreciation of your 
special environment and the need to highlight it and protect it.  We came across the peaceful bird hide suitably 
located at the beautiful Sans Souci area. The area near the Larder Café is definitely worth considering for a project. 
In the meantime, perhaps the edges could be strimmed and a path mown through for interest as a ‘wild’ area so that 
it looks deliberate as opposed to untidy?  Other decisions may be made for the area in the longer term, as you 
alluded to in your entry.  

Sustainability is key on BTT’s agenda.   The bike maintenance station is handy for the many cyclists who pass 
through. Perhaps the nearby water fonts could be cleaned up and highlighted as ‘refill’ stations if the water is 
potable? Water conservation is a hot topic due to recent droughts and shortages. Well done to the local businesses 
for all the measures taken under the ‘Green Hospitality Programme’. It is wonderful to hear that a GIY group has 
been established in Ballyvaughaun as it ticks so many boxes in terms of sustainable community living, good luck to 
all involved.  

Ballyvaughaun has some beautiful thatched cottages that lend the village its charm. The Tea Rooms and gardens 
are stunning as always as are nearby cottages. Homes along the streets and approach roads further enhance the 
overall impression. The entrance to Dolmen Village and nearby grass areas are nicely landscaped. We must 
mention the residents of St. Joseph’s Road for the beautiful presentation of green areas. Trees along this stretch 
should be checked, straps removed or loosened as required and stakes removed if no longer required. 

Beautiful stone walls and bridges are an attractive feature on approach roads. Visitor information signage is 
excellent including historical information and walking/cycle trails.  Ballyvaughaun has some lovely gate and door 
features, some painted in eye-catching colours.  This could be repeated in other areas for feature effect – stick to 
one colour choice. Road surfaces are good on the main approaches. The church railings are beautifully maintained. 
There are lots of interesting laneways leading away from the village. We wondered if there was potential to signpost 
more local walks in the vicinity of the village?

Tidy Towns forms an integral part of a strong community network in Ballyvaughaun.  You have a lot of good things 
going for a relatively small community. We congratulate the volunteers involved in the wide range of sustainable 
community projects that collectively make Ballyvaughaun a better place in which to live, work and play.  This 
adjudicator concurs with the comments and scores of your 1st round adjudicator. Well done Ballyvaughaun Tidy 
Towns on all your recent achievements and keep up the great work.


